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Danielstone Publishing has been publishing
books for 20 years since its founding in October 1994. We
publish a wide range of books from liberal arts, non-fiction,
to fiction for children, young adults and grown-ups.
The name“Danielstone”comes from the Book of Daniel in
the Old Testament meaning“the stone that destroys idols.”
True to our name, we aim to bring about a better world by
fighting all wrongful authorities, prejudices, and unfairnessthrough books.
Our goal being that we only publish books with clear messages, we have published liberal arts books which enable
readers to gauge the currents of their age and think, non-fiction books which give readers comfort and energy in life,
YA books that develop readers’ability for independent
thinking and creative problem solving, and children’
s books
that foster children’
s dreams, willingness to challenge themselves, and wisdom.
We will continue in our warm spirit of sharing, consideration of others, and love of books to be a company that
strives to make the world a better place.
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Danielstone Publishing

Children’s books

5

Fun Nobinson series

41

Young Adult’s Books

65
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Children’s
books
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I Will Make You a Constellation
Danielstone Picturebooks

A book that will make you realize that value lies in
integrity, not appearance

Text & Illustrations by Lee Seok
Age Group 3+
40pp / 210×297mm
Recommended by
Korea Librarian Association
Rights Sold China

6

Moon Rabbit, the Queen of the Night’
s friend, makes the
Queen an elaborate coat of stars. But one day the Ice
Snake eats up all the stars. Not knowing how to make
friends, the Ice Snake had believed that having fancy and
beautiful looks would gain him many friends.
The Queen of the Night weeps for having lost all her stars,
and Moon Rabbit sets off to console her. But he runs into
the Ice Snake, and, seeing how lonely he is, feels sorry for
him. So they become friends and throw an exciting
Christmas party together.
This is a heartwarming story about being kind to others
and sharing what belongs to oneself. The author has
majored in animation and received many awards, both
nationally and abroad in Japan, France, Italy, and
England. This book brims with fantastic and beautiful
illustrations as though they were taken off the screen of a
fantasy film.
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Cinderella Kicks Off Her Glass Slipper
Danielstone Picturebooks

Cinderella, reborn as a strong and confident woman!
In the fairy tale, Cinderella puts on the glass slipper, marries her prince and lives happily ever after-but the
Cinderella in this story daringly kicks off her glass slippers
and declares she will not marry whom she does not love.
She declares she will realize her dreams on her own.
The Cinderella Complex refers to the passivity of a
woman who does not have the independence to overcome her difficulties on her own, and instead depends on
a competent man to achieve her dreams. The Cinderella
of the classical fairy tale does not think to actively overcome her miserable conditions, and so when a prince
with high social status proposes to her, she chooses him
as an escape route from her miserable realities.
With this book, the author breaks such old prejudices with
a new perspective, creating a Cinderella who actively pursues her dreams. This book will give independence to our
future leaders who will stand tall at the center of the
world, and enable them to grow as initiative women.

Text by Noh Gyeongsil
Illustrations by Julee
Age Group 4+
40pp / 228×278mm
Recommended by
Korea Librarian Association

7
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I Envy You
Danielstone Picturebooks

We all have our own unique strengths!

Text & illustrations by Kim Yeongmin
Age Group 4+
24pp / 210×297mm
Recommended by
Bookstart Korea /
Morning Reading

8

In this book there appear eleven children, all with different problems. A curly-haired child who envies glossy
straight locks, a boy who is teased for being“girly,”a shy
child, an easily-distracted child who finds it hard to concentrate on one thing, a child lacking confidence, a child
easily frightened, a reckless child who is always getting
hurt, a child quick to tear up, a child that appears cold, a
child who is not athletic, a child named“Princess.”These
children always feel inferior, because they all think their
weaknesses are too great and embarrassing.
But there is no one who is not special. Nothing and no
one born into the world is valueless, and all are fully worthy of love. This book helps children realize that behind
their weaknesses lies a bigger specialness, and that each
and every one of them are fully worthy of being loved.
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Give My Friend His Legs Back
Danielstone Picturebooks

A funny and touching story by
a Ragazzi award-winning author!
The boy’
s friend Spider is great at spinning balls like a circus clown. When he’
s goalie he blocks all the balls and
can fish amazingly well, too. It’
s all thanks to his eight
legs. Plus he has a kind heart, which makes him the best
friend the boy could ever want. But then the unthinkable
happens-all but two of Spider’
s legs disappear! Spider
says he gave them away to the animals with six, four, and
two legs because they asked him to. Now Spider has not
enough legs and finds it hard to even open a door. So the
boy sets out to get his friend’
s legs back.
In life, children will face situations where they must make
a decision amongst the many problems of the world, just
like Spider and the boy. This is a book that invites us to
think about what the wiser choice may be in such situations-acting entirely in the interests of others, or finding a
solution that helps both oneself and others.

Text & illustrations by Kang Gyeongsu
Age Group 4+
40pp / 210×280mm
Recommended by
Children's Public Library
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I Am a Nice Wolf
Danielstone Picturebooks

Don’
t judge someone by their appearance!
A creative story that flips the stereotypes of
traditional stories

Text & illustrations by Kim Youngmin
Age Group 4+
40pp / 210×290mm

10

Why are wolves always bad animals in stories?
Concerned with this issue, the author changes the images
of wolves and sheep from old classic tales and creates
interesting characters-nice wolves and bad sheep. The
appearance and inner character of the wolf and sheep
contrast completely, and this asks readers to see others for
who they really are.
Seeing the girl helped by the wolf, readers will feel
relieved that the girl was saved, but also self-reflect how
they had in the past misunderstood people by judging
them by their appearance. These reflections will in turn
help them try to see the real character in people they
meet, instead of labeling them as scary just because they
appear tough, or weak because they’
re thin and short.
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Trace-It：World Map
Trace-It Series

Trace a map of the world yourself!
This book offers children who wish to embrace the world
and widen their dreams, a chance to know the world better by tracing a map of the world.
Children will draw the wide world’
s mountain ranges and
mountains, rivers and lakes, as well as countries in each
continent and their cities and flags.
They will learn to write the correct names of places and
gain a clear knowledge of the world in doing so. The
book introduces places for sightseeing in different countries of the world, stories and provides quizzes and information about world heritages that will make learning all
the more fun and exciting.
This book combines learning with drawing, and is printed
on specially coated paper so that children can trace pictures many times.

Text by Kim Hyojeong
Illustrations by Park Cheolgwon
Age Group 8+
104pp / 220×280mm
Recommended by
Korea Librarian Association
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Trace-It：The Human Body
Trace-It Series

Trace the complex human body and learn to
understand it!

Text by Lee Seungeun
Illustrations by Park Cheolgwon
Age Group 8+
90pp / 220×280mm
Recommended by
Korea Foundation for the
Advancement of Science and
Creativity

12

Why do we breathe? What does blood do as it circulates
in our body? What is the order of digestion that the food
we eat goes through before it exits our body? These are
questions anyone would have asked at least once.
Let’
s find out about the human body, the most complex
but also the most mysterious thing in the world. First, let’
s
learn the correct places and names of each organ. Then
we’
ll find out where each food is digested and follow
along the path blood flows through as it circulates in our
body.
This book is a guidebook to the human body, written so
that readers can naturally learn through tracing the systems of respiration, digestion, and circulation, as well as
the structure and names of parts of the human body. By
learning in this way, children will not only become
experts on the human body, they’
ll also learn to value
their own bodies all the more.
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Trace-It：Plants
Trace-It Series

Trace the leaves, stems, roots, and flower seeds of
plants!
In direct connection to the elementary school science curriculum, this book deals with dicotyledon and monocotyledon, main roots and fibrous roots, the structure of a
vascular bundle, the process of pollination-overall content
related to the structure of plants.
By learning about the pistil and stamen, ovary in plants
and then drawing them for themselves, children can
understand the process of pollination and fructification.
By tracing pictures of netted veins and parallel veins of
plants, they’
ll also learn to distinguish the characteristics of
dicotyledon and monocotyledon.
With these coated papers that they can repeatedly draw
and erase on, they can naturally understand science without having need to memorize. As well as rich photographs of real plants, fun quizzes to check the things
they have learned, and various other knowledge-filled
corners will be packed with more fun than textbooks and
encyclopedias, and last longer than the internet.

Text by Ju Eunjeong
Illustrations by Lee Gyeongseok
Age Group 8+
72pp / 220×280mm
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Trace-It：Animals
Trace-It Series

Trace to learn the shapes, characteristics, and
behavior of animals!

Text by Choi Hyeonjeong
Illustrations by Youn Yuri
Age Group 8+
84pp / 220×280mm
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This book is a study guide directly connected to animalrelated elements of the elementary school science curriculum. It contains information about the types and characteristics of animals living in the ocean, rivers and lakes,
land, sky; the appearances of animals that differ according
to their environment, observations of animal life cycles,
and overall content related to animals and the ecosystem.
Children will trace pictures of swimming animals’streamlined bodies, insects, shapes of bird beaks that differ
depending on what they eat, the life cycle of a frog, and
other key elements from their textbook so that they can
understand without having to memorize, and remember it
all with their very fingertips.
The book is also packed with clues that will help them
answer questions they may have about animals.
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Trace-It：Graphs
Trace-It Series

Tracing graphs several times will help you categorize data and express it in a graph on your own!
This book contains all the graphs that appear in the elementary school math textbook. In addition to the bar
graph, picture graph, broken line graph, percentage
graph, direct and inverse proportion graph that appear in
the textbook, this book also tells about various graphs we
see in everyday life such as the Venn diagram, radar chart,
and tree diagram.
This story takes an easy, systematic approach that will
help familiarize children to graphs. The author, who has
majored in math education, takes examples from every
day life familiar to children to explain how to organize
important data for the graph into a table, how to find the
value items and units, and how to choose the type of
graph that best fits the nature of the data.
In the“Trace-It!”corner, children can practice organizing
data and drawing graphs for themselves, based on what
they have learned ahead.

Text by Han Jeonghye
Illustrations by Lee Juhui
Age Group 8+
86pp / 220×280mm
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Map and Meet：Friends Abroad
Map and Meet Series

Make friends around the world and
learn about world geography and culture!

Text by Kim Sewon
Illustrations by Cho Gyeonggyu
Age Group 9+
108pp / 148×225mm
Recommended by
Korea Publication Ethics
Commission / Morning Reading

16

Xing-xing from China, Lalita from India, Sedia from Iran,
Kelemba from Tanzania, John from England, Maria from
Spain, Irina from Russia, Morning Star from North
America, Torino from Argentina, and Tim from Australia.
What kind of lives do these kids of my age from different
countries around the world have, and what are their countries like? How exciting and fun would it be to go on a
trip around the world, making friends with these kids and
traveling with them?
The main character of this book, a eleven-year-old boy
named“Tori,”travels around the world with a world map
in hand, makes friends with kids from many different
countries and learns a lot about geography and other cultures. These ten global friends appear wearing their traditional clothing and become pleasant travel guides for Tori
in his journey through foreign countries.
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Map and Meet：Neck-to-neck with Earth Science
Map and Meet Series

The map and earth science become friends!
This book’
s theme is“earth science,”categorized largely
into three parts-geological science, marine science, and
atmospheric science.
Tori has stepped up as the brave expedition leader; he
and his friends as fun earth science storytellers on this
journey. Earthquake expert Mohorovicici, motherdinosaur Maiasaura, Aeolus the wind expert and other
friendly characters will arouse children’
s curiosity for science and explain to them why it is important to ask questions.
Fascinating natural phenomena happening all over the
world are placed on a wide world map. This special meeting with earth science and maps will open the way for
children to learn the humanities and natural sciences in a
comprehensive way.

Text by Son Yeongun
Illustrations by Cho Gyeonggyu
Age Group 10+
108pp / 148×225mm
Recommended by
Korea Foundation for the
Advancement of Science and
Creativity /
Korea Libraria Association
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Map and Meet：Step-by-step World History
Map and Meet Series

Learn world history and culture through encounters
with figures from all over the world!

Text by Shin Jeonghyeon
Illustrations by Cho Gyeonggyu
Age Group 10+
140pp / 148×225mm
Recommended by
Korea Publication Ethics
Commission /
Korea Librarian Association /
Morning Reading /
Korea Publishers Society

18

This is a book that shows the history of the world with a
map. From the birth of human life in the prehistoric era to
present-day in the 21st century, it portrays incidents that
happened all around the world in time sequence.
The main character of this book, Tori, encounters historical figures who guide him to their historical periods. Lucy
the Australopithecus introduces the prehistoric era, and
King Khafre of Egypt guides him to a world at the beginning of civilization. Caesar, Ruler of the Roman Empire,
tells him stories from the time when city-states first
appeared, and Mohammed, founder of Islam, opens the
gates to the Medieval Era.
Besides these, Genghis Khan from a time of world transition, Leonardo Davinci from the time of the Renaissance
wave, Napoleon from a time bubbling with revolution,
and Anne Frank from the terrible time of world war take
us through their historical periods as our friendly guides.
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My Sister is a Talkative Mathematician

A storytelling math book that stresses creativity
in math
Lurie, the main character of this story, is a kid who thinks
mathematically. She connects all the everyday incidents
that happen at home and at school to math.
She imagines mathematically, wondering what kind of
shape the tiles on the walls are, what polygons are hidden
inside the robot her little brother plays with, what it might
be like if the friend who makes fun of her were to go far
away, in a diagonal direction. Then she uses math to save
ants in danger in their polygonal ant kingdom.
Lurie’
s fun-filled adventures connect the various events
around us with math and show the role of math that
should be activated when solving problems in various situations. It is a math storybook that has the elements
emphasized in the math curriculum-problem solving,
inference and communication in math.

Text by Park Hyeonjeong
Illustrations by Jeong Hyegyeong
Age Group 9+
160pp / 163×232mm
Recommended by
Ministry of science /
Morning Reading
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Math Game Conversations that Open Your
Math Brain

Special conversations that will
find the math genius in your child

Text by Park Hyeonjeong
Illustrations by Jeong Gaae
Age Group 3+
136pp / 234×272mm

20

The structure of this book makes even a mom not knowledgable in math possible to play with her child and have
conversations. Included are example dialogues of a mother and child using math vocabulary in various everyday
situations such as at meal time, snack time, on the playground, shopping at the supermarket, cleaning, and at the
amusement park.
A few math vocabularies that fit the topic of the day, such
as‘one at a time,’
‘in order,’
‘( ) number of steps,’
‘~than’are presented, along with math learning tips for
the mom, explaining for her which part in mathematics
the math vocabulary the child learns that day will develop. Also provided are worksheets for the child to fill out
and color and learn math in a fun way.
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A Hug for Mama
Purumae Playground

The story of mother and a child with separatio
anxiety
Taejun starts to show separation anxiety when his mother
leaves him at home to go to work. His positivity soon
becomes depression, and when alone he feels severe
insecurity and fear. Thinking his mom’
s attention toward
him has lessened, he hurts with hatred and longing for his
mother.
Although the degree varies, separation insecurity is something anyone experiences in the process of growing up.
Taejun feels hurt and troubled in his stage of turmoil, but
he soon feels his mother and father’
s expressions of love
and matures enough to understand his mom.
This story helps readers to feel the warmth of family love
and its safety, realizing that though bodies may be parted
for awhile, hearts are connected with the invisible ties of
love. Through reading the book readers can understand
and sympathize with Taejun and his mom, and like
Taejun’
s family embrace their family with all their heart.

Text by Noh Gyeongsil
Illustrations by Kim Yeonggon
Age Group 6+
80pp / 170×230mm
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Khan the Scaredy-cat Wolf
Purumae Playground

Learn to live together with different animals!

Text by Lim Jeongjin
Illustrations by Hyegyeongn
Age Group 6+
88pp / 170×230mm
Recommended by
Ministry of Culture

22

Afraid of mines and hating to be alone, Khan the wolf has
left the DMZ(demilitarized zone). He has come to live in
the house with the blue roof in the mountains, along with
a fake Jindo dog and blue Sapsal-dog. What kind of things
will happen in this house where animals that look so different from each other live together?
In this story the elderly couple living in the mountains, the
abandoned dogs, and the wolf meet one another and
become a family. This story shows that recognizing differences and treating one another with friendliness is the
good way to live together. Furthermore, this book implies
that just as scaredy-cat Khan is transformed into a brave
wolf thanks to his friends, in order to be a good friend we
too must be brave and help one another.
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I’
m the Most Pitiable Creature in the Whole World
Purumae Playground

Friendship that comforts both an injured body
and heart
Eunjae and Bongae each have a disability. Eunjae has very
bad eyesight because of severe myopia and one of
Bongae’
s right hand fingers was smashed in an accident.
When Eunjae and Bongae were assigned seats next to
each other, the kids in the class teased that Frog-Eyes and
Stub-Finger made the perfect match.
Disabilities make a person shrink into himself and put a
lock on their feelings. Eunjae too has experienced despair,
enough to think she is the most pitiable person in the
whole world. She hides her scars deep within herself, not
showing them even to her family, and she is never the first
to approach a friend. But Bongae tells her about beautiful
flowers and sunshine and fish, so that she could feel the
beauty of nature with her heart. Thanks to Bongae’
s warm
kindness, Eunjae gradually finds confidence and opens
her heart to her friends and family.

Text by Lee Sanggyo
Illustrations by Huh Gu
Age Group 6+
88pp / 170×230mm
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Thank You
Sprout Stories

A story of disability and family

Text by Go Jeonguk
Illustrations by Park Eunyeong
Age Group 7+
108pp / 190×238mm

24

“Why me?”asks Jiyoung, a child suffering from cerebral
palsy and always full of complaints and dissatisfactions
about herself. She doesn’
t like to receive help, or say
thank you to people who help her. She even grumbles to
her grandfather, who takes her to school every day and
interferes in everything she does to take care of her.
Then one day her grandfather collapses from high blood
pressure. But there are other people to whom
Grandfather has asked favors just in case something like
this happens, and so Jiyoung is able to go to school even
without her grandfather.
This incident marks a turning point; Jiyoung can’
t help but
feel gratitude toward her grandfather welling up inside
her, and thanks to her grandfather’
s endless care and
kindness she accepts and acknowledges her disability.
The author, who suffers from polio, uses his personal
experience to create a story which through Jiyoung’
s dissatisfaction, anxieties, and emotions vividly depicts the
story of disabled children.
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Rooting for Dad
Sprout Stories

A story about the special love between father
and son
After being fired from work and the restaurant he owned
with Mom had to close, all Dad does is drink. Addicted to
drinking, Dad doesn’
t play with Junhyung like he used to
or buy him toys, and most of all he doesn’
t smile anymore. Junhyung is hurt because of how Dad has changed,
and he is annoyed with having to eat the same food every
day, but his love for Dad is unchanged.
When the story Junhyung writes about Dad for his school
writing competition wins a prize, Dad reads the story and
it gives him strength. He perseveres through hardship and
opens up a small snack caravan. The new work brings
more hardship, but Dad doesn’
t drink like he used to and
firmly overcomes it.
This story portrays the warm love between father and son,
and conveys the message that when we search for happiness even in hard circumstances instead of complaining
about them, and with this happiness strive for a better life,
we will find reason to smile.

Text by Go Jeonguk
Illustrations by Park Yeongmi
Age Group 7+
84pp / 190×238mm
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Mr. Bright and Mr. Happy
Vine Tales

Why is the well-off and perfect Mr. Bright
so unhappy?

Text by Choi Hyeongmi
Illustrations by Kim Eonhui
Age Group 9+
104pp / 185×240mm
Recommended by
Morning Reading

26

Mr. Bright always looks angry even though he has
become a renown doctor, while shoe-shiner Mr. Happy
always has a smile on his face even though he doesn’
t
have a penny to his name. Mr. Bright is disapproving and
jealous of Mr. Happy, who always looks happier than him
and is liked by all the nurses and patients in his clinic. He
begins to become very curious about Mr. Happy, who is
much worse off than him.
What secret does Mr. Bright find out? For Mr. Bright, it
was not himself but the judgements of others that had
become his center of life. But Mr. Happy lived happily
because, although he was poor, he was full of affection,
respected others and made those who met him feel good.
The distinctive characters of Mr. Bright and Mr. Happy
with their fun and smiles tell readers what it means to live
a happy life in the company of others.
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The World Feels Like It Will Explode
Because of You
Vine Tales

An ordinary day? No, my heart feels like it will burst
Today as always Beomjun runs as fast as he can to escape
violence at school, Sunjae keeps silent so that the teacher
doesn’
t scold her, Hannah is teased by her friends because
of her grades, Eunchae does whatever her mom commands, and Sunghyun sighs because he has no money.
On the surface nothing seems wrong, but the hearts of
these children are tangled and scarred. There are moms
that forbid their kids to play with Hannah because they’
re
afraid they will catch the‘Won’
t-study virus’from her;
teachers who are oppressive, and greedy moms with their
endless nagging. These children do as the adults tell them,
but they feel as though their hearts will burst.
There appears before the children a locomotive named
Express to Fantasyland. Guided by animals similar to each
of them, the main characters climb atop the locomotive
and journey the world of their fantasies, through which
they relieve the stress of all the tension, anxieties, and
depression that had built up for so long, and face reality
with renewed energy.

Text by Lee Gyeonghwa
Illustrations by Huh Gu
Age Group 9+
128pp / 185×240mm
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Whirlwind on the Playground
Vine Tales

A special story about normal kids, stressed from
studying and wanting pets!

Text by Kim Hyeyeon
Illustrations by Lee Gwangik
Age Group 9+
132pp / 185×240mm
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Mr. Michael, who keeps making him repeat difficult
English word pronunciations, his classmates that laugh
and tease his struggling, Mom the ultimate nagger, his
tutoring teacher who piles him with worksheets and
scolds because of unfinished homework. Nine-year-old
Chul wails that he is jealous of his preschooler little brother who does nothing but play, and a dog. Angry, he
declares he won’
t go to academy anymore, but Mom’
s
scolding is all he gets in return.
His younger brother Hoon wants a pet dog. He tries
telling Mom, but she reminds him of his irresponsible old
habits and says he doesn’
t deserve to have a pet. Hoon
meets a strange woman on the playground and receives a
puppy from her.
With fun dialogues, lovable characters, and an exciting
story, this book weaves a special story of the two brothers
that will keep a smile on your lips the whole time. It will
make you truly feel the children’
s longing for a pet and
struggle with stress from studying.
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Kim Youngseo, Plaited Private-Eye
Big Wood Tales

A page-turning historical detective story that takes
place in the Japanese Colonial period
Seoul, 1940. The bob, Western clothing, high-heels⋯
Hollywood fashion is the big fad, but Youngseo, the
Venus Hairdresser’
s girl, stubbornly sticks to a jacket, skirt
and plaited hair in Korean traditional style. The world may
change, but remember you are a native of Choson,
Grandfather always says. But the teacher says since the
world has changed, and Choson was occupied by Japan
she must live like a Japanese.
One day her father is falsely accused of murder.
Youngseo’
s father left her feelings scarred when he left
Mother to live with another woman, so she has always
blamed him, but still, she can’
t leave him alone to be
accused for something he hasn’
t done. She tries to tell
Choi Jonggak, the Choson native who has become a
Japanese policeman, that her father is innocent, but Choi
doesn’
t believe her.
A tight structure and unexpected turns in the plot incorporate the rather heavy topic of the Japanese colonial period
in an enthralling mystery story.

Text by Jeong Eunsuk
Illustrations by Lee Yeongrim
Age Group 11+
180pp / 163×230mm
Recommended by
Korea Library Association
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Black Princess

Black Princess breaks the discrimination
and prejudice!

Text by Noh Gyeongsil, Yang Yeonju,
Yu Yeongso, Lee Gyeonghye, Jin Eunjin
Illustrations by Youn Jongtae
Age Group 11+
136pp / 163×230mm
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Women must be obedient and good, stepmothers are
evil⋯ there is much prejudice and discrimination toward
women in classic stories and traditional fairy tales. Black
Princess, Patji and Congji, Cinderella Kicks Off Her Glass
Slipper, Brother and Sister Make a Team, Well Done, Little
Mermaid, The Woodsman and the Angel. These six
rewritten versions of classical fairy tales break old prejudices and recreate the figures of princess, sister, wife, and
mother who have traditionally been depicted as passive
and subservient to men.
These women, who previously were characterized according to social prejudices, realize their own worth and dare
to escape and challenge the institutions that repressed
females. Children will realize that greater wisdom comes
from cooperation, that men and women are equal companions, view the world with new eyes－and make the
world a more beautiful place.
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Black Princess (Part Two)

A tale that attacks lookism
This book contains five stories that feature characters from
world classics and traditional fairy tales familiar to children, who make stinging attacks on the social atmosphere
of lookism. Gulliver in Weirdland, which follows
Gulliver’
s travels through Skinnyland, is a critique of people who try to become skinny through excessive dieting;
Ugly Beauty and the Beast, whose main character is
“ugly”unlike her name, is a message to those who
believe good looks are strength, that wealth comes from
striving to achieve one’
s goals.
There is also the story of Thumbelina, who has lost confidence because of her short height; Halfie, who feels inferior because people look down on him for having only
half of his body; and Mrs. Pumpkin, who may be orange
in color but has the most beautiful heart. Relating to characters like Thumbelina and Halfie and seeing how they
eventually accept themselves and venture into the world,
young readers will rediscover their hidden strengths and
recover their lost confidence.

Text by Noh Gyeongsil,
Jeong Ranhui, Baek Eunha, Gang
Mingyeong, Choi Hyeongmi
Illustrations by Jeong Munju,
Jeong Seunghui, Julee
Age Group 11+
140pp / 163×230mm
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Prejudice－Six Warm Perspectives of the World

Stories of positive values for a shared world

Text by Go Jeonguk, Lim Jeongjin,
Kim Jin, Yun Soi, Park Minho,
Go Susanna
Illustrations by Yu Gihun
Age Group 11+
140pp / 163×230mm
Recommended by
Ministry of Culture /
Korea Librarian Association
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Stories about the kids who tease Mom, who has cerebral
palsy, for shaking whenever she walks; Mr. Mansu, who
has only graduated from elementary school but won
Grand Prize in the crafts competition; Seok-chul, who was
teased for being a North Korean defector but who catches
the snake that enters the classroom and saves the kids
from danger; the people who at first awkwardly avoided
Dong-hoon’
s Mom, a Japanese, but eventually accept her
as one of their villagers-this book contains six stories
about overcoming prejudices against women, disabled
people, North Korean defectors, the uneducated, unattractive people, and families of mixed nationality.
These are stories about us who judge with social prejudices without understanding. They are colorful, moving
stories that teach us we must judge people not by their
appearance but by who they are inside.
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Family Journal

A journal that carries internal thoughts of family
Just like Dami, who is always arguing with her mother, all
families have little conflicts because of expectations and
greed. The same goes with Dami’
s family. Even one day
doesn’
t pass without the nagging of mother and the mischiefs of child in her family.
Dami can’
t stand her mother’
s nagging her to study; her
older sister, whose shoulders are heavy with their parents’
expectations, suffers from a secret crush-and Mom is frustrated with both of their silences. Dad is exhausted from
trying to mediate between mother and daughters. They
each write down their personal thoughts they can’
t tell
anyone-Dami in her journal, her sister in her secret diary,
and Mom in the housekeeping book. Reading these notebooks will reveal things about the family members one
never knew before.
Also, inserted after each story chapter offer advice on how
to deal with the numerous family conflicts in everyday
life.

Text by Kim Huisuk
Illustrations by Min Jaehoe
Age Group 9+
133pp / 185×240mm
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Keeping a Photo Journal

All the photos I take can be material for my journal!

Text by Gwon Hyejin
Illustrations by Lee Juhui
Age Group 9+
152pp / 188×255mm
Rights sold Taiwan
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With the development of cellphone cameras and digital
cameras, photographs have become part of our everyday
life. This book combines the urge to take photos with the
urge to leave records.
Something children have greatest difficulty with when
keeping journals is that“there is nothing to write about.”
But looking through photos I’
ve taken in the moment,
ideas for stories come to mind, and when these ideas are
written next to the photos, a photo journal is made in no
time.
Children will understand what a photo journal is, will look
through numerous examples of all different kinds of journal entries-observation logs, description journals, journal
entries about experience, and cartoon journals on topics
such as“Who am I,”people around me, places, and special incidents－and find out how to write a fun photo journal.
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Your Help is Needed All Around the Globe

A Touching True Story of Hope About NGOs Around
the World
Children who cannot eat their fill even after twelve hours
of labor, people who are desperate for even a drop of
polluted water, boys who are forced to carry arms and
fight in a battle they don’
t even know the purpose of, sick
children too poor to afford to go to a hospital and can
only tremble in fear and hope that they will not catch the
infection, women who must live their whole lives in pain
under the name of tradition⋯.
This book tells the stories of the harsh realities of people
for whom things we think normal are their only hope in
life.
After every story there is a section introducing the work of
international cooperation organizations and volunteers
such as Save the Children, Green Peace, and the United
Nations. This book strives to cultivate global spirit that
transcends nationality, race, and religion to share the hardships and suffering of the citizens of the world, and provides motivation to act for shared values.

Text by Ye Yeong
Illustrations by Hwang Yuri
Age Group 11+
134pp / 176×236mm
Recommended by
Korea Publication Ethics Commission /
Children’
s Public Library /
Morning Reading
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Hooray for Women

Meet great women who changed the world!

Text by Kim Hyeontae
Illustrations by Yu Namyeong
Age Group 9+
152pp / 185×240mm
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This book is a self-help book written to plant dreams,
hope, and passion in children who dream of taking up
challenges. The stories of women who reached their goals
as“the first female in the world”are divided into three
sections, as stories, letters, and cartoons.
The stories are about the attitude children must have in
order to realize their dreams, and based on the stories, great
figures like Aung San Suu Kyi, Frida Kahlo, Isadora
Duncan, and Mother Teresa become mentors and kindly
explain what attitudes the characters of the stories should
maintain and which to discard. Finally, the cartoons vividly
convey the painstaking efforts of these heroes as they strove
for their dreams, and the process in which they did so.
The beautiful lives of these heroes, who since childhood
and all through their lives strove to achieve a single
dream, will inspire children with great courage and hope.
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How Did the Great Thinkers Think?

The birth of knowledge that amazed the world!
What do the great thinkers who changed the world have
in common? It was their endless active thinking that created and shaped knowledge. Thinkers who expanded the
range of thought and discovered truth! Nine great figures
tell us the nine steps to enhance your thinking skills, along
with fun episodes.
Application-Archimedes, Finding Your Own MethodGauss, Passion for Study-Henri Moissan, ConcentrationMadame Curie, Thinking Skills-Einstein, the Power of
Debate-Niels Bohr, Enthusiasm-Richard Feynman,
Confidence-Stephen Hawking, and finally, the Power of
Reading-Bill Gates. After these great figures’stories are
included specific rules of practice and a“Secret Key”section for self-evaluation in order to step up your level of
thinking.

Text by Kim Hyeontae
Illustrations by Lee Yuna
Age Group 9+
140pp / 185×240mm
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Powerful Scientists

Scientists discover the secret sources of power
-the brain, eyes, and hands!

Text by Lim Sukyeong
Illustrations by Jeong Seunghu
Age Group 11+
172pp / 185×240mm
Recommended by
Morning Reading
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Are scientists geniuses with a superior brain structure? Not
so. Newton searched endlessly for an answer until he
solved a difficult question, and Einstein conducted countless experiments to concretize what he had imagined, and
so they succeeded for as much extra effort they put in.
Newton’
s Law of Gravitation, Einstein’
s Law of Relativity,
Benjamin Whisoh Lee’
s Particle physics, Darwin’
s Theory
of Evolution, McClintock’
s discovery of Genetic
Transposition, Joo-myung Seok’
s Butterfly-Taxonomy
based on individual variation, Faraday’
s Electromagnetic
Induction, Edison’
s lightbulb, Young-shil Jang’
s automatic
water gauge-all these grand, amazing inventions and discoveries of history!
This book reveals the secrets to how scientists developed
their thinking skills, observation skills, and invention skills
to have such powerful brains, eyes, and hands.
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A Real Record of World History that Amazed
the World

A collection of rare and strange historical records
from all over the world
The emperor whose love of art made him become an
actor, the president who continued his speech even after
being shot by a gun, a multi-talented man who left 15,000
pages of memos, taxes on fireplaces and windows,
medieval toothpaste made from urine, and more-a total of
38 special records of world history are in this book.
In these“real records”there are stories about scientists
and artists that made life easier for people, a king with
strange records that will last for generations, great and surprising adventures and challenges, as well as cultural heritages that shine brilliantly from all corners of the world,
and the traditional customs of each country.
This book has selected the juiciest bits of great incidents
comprising history, and tells them along with information
of their historical context. It will extend exclamations of
amazement and curiosity.

Text by Kim Musin
Illustrations by Woo Jihyeon
Age Group 11+
169pp / 185×240mm
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Fun Nobinson
series
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Following Robinson Crusoe
Adventure Series 1

Text by Park Sangjun
Park Gyungsu
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
184pp / 148×210mm
Recommend by
Korea Publication Ethics
Commission /
Ministry of Education /
Ministry of Culture
Rights sold China

A domestic science book that explains how to survive on a
deserted island in an interesting way! If you know how to
make drinking water from evaporating sea water, start a fire
using lens, and build a raft, your chance of survival is 99.9%!
Through the survival process of college freshman Nobinson
after he is stranded on a deserted island during a backpacking
trip, this book captures everyday science facts and knowledge.

Nobinson’
s Amazon Adventure
Adventure Series 2

Text by Park Gyungsu
Jang Gyunge
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
240pp / 148×210mm
Recommend by
Ministry of Environment
Rights sold China
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Nobinson is stranded in the Amazon jungle due to an airplane
accident on his way to Peru! After meeting Hip and upon her
request, Nobinson sets out on an adventure to revive the
female tribe. Against Mo, the poachers who threaten the
nature of the Amazon, can Nobinson successfully unravel the
divine oracle? Experience a 99.9% real-life adventure through
a panoramic view of the amazing ecosystem of the Amazon.
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Nobinson’
s Bermuda Adventure
Adventure Series 3

Nobinson’
s grand adventure to find the mystical Bermuda Sea
and the lost Atlantis! But as soon as his ship enters the menacing Bermuda Triangle that swallows everything into its deep
abyss, Nobinson’
s ship is wrecked and Nobinson barely survives by meeting underwater people while drifting at sea.
Who are these beings? Did the legendary Atlantis really exist?

Text by Park Gyungsu
Kim Hungi
Illustrations by lee woil
Age Group 11+
208pp / 148×210mm
Recommend by
Korea Publication Ethics
Commission
Rights sold China

Nobinson’
s Antarctic Adventure
Adventure Series 4

Nobinson ends up in little-known Antarctica in the confusion
of the moment! All he sees is endless chunks of ice and piercing blizzards. Freezing temperatures of 50 degrees below
zero, breathtaking encounters with seals and sea leopards,
and miraculous encounters with Antarctic adventurers
Shackleton, Amundsen, and Scott! A thrilling new adventure
begins when Nobinson weaves through 100 years of history.

Text by Park Gyungsu
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
216pp / 148×210mm
Recommend by
Ministry of Culture
Rights sold China
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Nobinson’
s Spring Fling
Seasons Series 1

Text by Ham Yunmi
Moon Hyejin
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 9+
216pp / 172×204mm
Rights sold China

Everything you need to know about spring from Nobinson’
s
outdoor activity episodes. Nobinson at a cherry blossom festival. But the high school student Yali, who happens to hitch a
ride with Nobinson, bewilders him with preposterous behavior. Nature coming alive in the spring, survival in the mountains, emergency evacuation tips in case of a wildfire, and
“Lab”corners designed for hands-on participation enhance
the fun of the book.

Nobinson’
s Summer Hunt
Seasons Series 2

Text by Ham Yunmi
Moon Hyejin
Heo Moonsun
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 9+
184pp / 172×204mm
Rights sold China
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Nobinson is known for being wacky, but if you follow along
Nobinson and his sincere research, you may encounter the
hidden science of summer. Learn how to blast away the hot
summer through the heat of evaporation and experience the
wise methods ofsurviving the summer of our forefathers.
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Nobinson’
s Autumn Journey
Seasons Series 3

Wanting to write a lovely poem for the girl of his dreams,
Nobinson takes off on an autumn trip to the countryside.
There he meets a village headman and feels the heart of the
farmers during harvest, takes in fully the natureof fall, and
matures by spending the traditional holiday Choosuk there.

Text by Ham Yunmi
Moon Hyejin
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 9+
176pp / 172×204mm
Recommend by
Korea Publication Ethics
Commission
Rights sold China

Nobinson’
s Wintering
Seasons Series 4

Join Nobinson and learn the hidden science of winter and
how to fight off the winter cold. But that could mean experiencing outrageousthings like selling roasted walnuts with a
stranger business partner, running into a tiger at a ski slope,
and saving a lost elk.

Text by Ham Yunmi
Moon Hyejin
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 9+
208pp / 172×204mm
Rights sold China
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Nobinson, Save the Popsicle Republic
1, 2 Time Machine Series 1

Text by Gang Yongbum
Sun Heeyoung
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
200pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China

After an unexpected airplane accident, Nobinson lands in
Popsicle Republic, a technologically advanced nation 10,000
into the future, mankind’
s last hope built to fight extinction in
the midst of a nuclearwinter after much of the world was desecrated through nuclear warfare. But currently, the sun has
already exploded, leading to drastic
temperature changes and a severe
lack of ice and water, not to mention
an epidemic of bacteria and viruses
killing people left and right. Can
Nobinson save humanity? How will
technology change in 10,000 years?

Nobinson, Find the Treasure of
the Pirate Captain Time Machine Series 2

Text by Gang Yongbum
Sun Heeyoung
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
208pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China
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We go back 400 years to the Age of Discovery where
Nobinson digs up hidden history by joining rough pirates in
search of treasure and experiences the camaraderieand
integrity of seamen. Also, Nobinson, who was taught history
from a European centered viewpoint, opens his eyes to an
accurate and complete world history.
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Nobinson, Find the T-Rex Egg
Time Machine Series 3

Nobinson enters the Mesozoic Age of 250 million years ago.
Not only does he experience the mind-rattling world of the
dinosaurs, can Nobinson stop the order of nature from breaking and protect the world of the dinosaurs from dino-people
cloned by egoistic humans with their evil plot and conspiracy
to change the history of the world?

Text by Son Youngwoon
Gang Sandul
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
204pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China

Nobinson’
s Fantastic Space Expedition
Team Time Machine Series 4
Nobinson goes to the moon on a space shuttle. How well will
he adapt to a place with no oxygen, no water, 1/6 the gravity
of Earth, and temperatures ranging from 100°
C below zero to
100°
C? Will he be able to stop the alien’
s conspiracy and save
the world through these adversities?
Text by Kim Gyungju
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
212pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China
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Nobinson Goes to Everland
Goes to Series 1

Text by Park Gyungsu
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
176pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China

How can a roller coaster run that fast without any fuel? Why
doesn’
t a roller coaster doing a 360 not fall to the ground?
Why do our stomachs feel queasy when we go on the Viking?
What is the principle behind bumper cars? Through
Nobinson’
s various adventures, readers are exposed to many
of the hidden science within amusement parks. After reading
this book, your next trip to the carnival will be twice the fun.

Nobinson Goes to Galapagos,
the Heaven of Weird Animals Goes to Series 3

Text by Ham Yunmi
Moon Hyejin
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
204pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China
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Nobinson goes to the Galapagos Islands, the living example
of evolution, a unique ecosystem made from years of isolation
from outside contact. Nobinson fights off various greedy villains, including a scientist trying to create a new life form for
his personal glory, a poacher trapping rare animals only living
on Galapagos to wear leather clothing, and a defrauder who
plans to pollute the island by spewing out oil into the ocean
and build the world’
s greatest casino there. Through such
experiences, Nobinson discovers the value of nature and the
marvel of Mother Nature.
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Nobinson Goes to Police Special Forces
Goes to Series 4

A notorious international terrorist is in Korea! The person who
steps up to stop this explosives expert and master of trickery
is none other than Nobinson who has successfully completed
the 6 month training course from hell to become a Special
Forces officer! Enjoy the exciting action and breathtaking
mind games when Nobinson sets out on his adventure to take
down the terrorist.

Text by Gang Sandul
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
204pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China

Nobinson, Reveal the Magic of
the World of Insects Ecology Series 1
Nobinson wakes up one morning to see that he has turned
into a caterpillar. After becoming a caterpillar by the Son
curse, Nobinson wastes no time in trying to go back to the
human world and goes through countless adventures in the
world of insects in the process. This book features the characteristics of the insect ecosystem and the ingenious and amusing habits of various insects. Through Nobinson’
s in-person
experience as a caterpillar, readers can know more about the
world’
s oldest animals who are living all around us.

Text by Gang Sandul
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
220pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China
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Nobinson, Unleash the Secret of
the Pyramids World History Series 1

Text by Gang Youngsook
Han Heejeong
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
240pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China

Upon visiting Egypt, home of one of the greatest of ancient
civilizations, has thrilling adventures and sees in person the
ancient Egyptians he encountered only in history books and
museums in the past-the grandeur of the Pharaoh, the tanned
faces of the pyramid laborers, and undertakers preparing
mummies. By venturing with them, Nobinson realizes that
this ancient civilization is composed of the small contributions
of each and every person of the country.

Nobinson’
s Hooray China Adventure
World History Series 2

Text by Gang Youngsook
Han Heejeong
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
240pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China
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Nobinson travels 2000 years into the past to meet the first
emperor of a united China and the man who dreamed of living forever, Emperor Qin and his“Mausoleum”
, known as the
eighth wonder of the world. Through the Mausoleum, the
world’
s greatest architecture the Great Wall, and various traditional Chinese dishes made with monkey brain and elephant
trunk, readers can experience the greatness of ancient
Chinese culture through
their everyday lives.
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Nobinson’
s Wacky Rome Odyssey
World History Series 3

After going to ancient Rome because he is cursed by three
goddesses, Nobinson battles a lion as a gladiator and goes
through tough training as a member of the Roman army who
ruled over the European continent.
He also goes to a public sauna and gets a body scrub and
almost loses his life when he gets caught up in a fight for
power within the Senate. So Nobinson experiences the culture and lives of the ancient
Romans who became the
mother of European civilization.

Text by Gang Youngsook
Han Heejeong
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
224pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China

Nobinson’
s Boisterous Japan Adventure
World History Series 4

Nobinson starts to work part time as a ninja in black tights.
Upon waiting for missions crouched on the ceiling, Nobinson
teams up with blind swordsman Jat toichi to save the village’
s
disappearing children, defeat the monster Umube, and set off
on a mission to all four corners of Japan to find the last
descendant of the Mayazaki family. Experience Japanese culture in a dynamic way by body slamming sumo wrestlers,
being chased by awarrior with 999 swords, touring Gabuki,
and feasting on Japanese cuisine.

Text by Han Heejeong
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
240pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China
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Nobinson’
s Heart-Thumping American
Adventure World History Series 5

Text by Han Heejeong
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
224pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China

Through encounters with villains and the Waikiki Brothers
fighting for their vested rights and the Nobinson crew’
s clash
with destiny as they desperately try to save a man’
s life, one
can see the chaos within the 19th century US, a mixture of
emigrants, natives, blacks, and whites. Also features various
social issues of the time, such as cowboys, subways, and the
transcontinental railroad.

Nobinson’
s Eventful England Expedition
World History Series 6

Text by Kim Sungjung
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
204pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China
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From aristocrat to commoner to pirate, Nobinson goes
through transformation after transformation. Meanwhile he
glimpses the elaborate lives of England’
s royal palace and
nobles, then experiences the complete opposite kind of life of
the commoners and the barrenness of London’
s back alleys.
He also becomes a pirate and fights against the Spanish
Armada. This book invites readers to the prosperous times of
the small island kingdom, England. Readers will be sucked
into the attractions of England the land where the global language originated, the home of Shakespeare and, on top of
that, on their adventures with Nobinson they will learn about
England’
s history, culture, as well as various fun facts.
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Ole! Ole! Nobinson’
s Spain Expedition
World History Series 7

It is late in the medieval period, the 15th century. Princess
Isabel of Castia has run away from the palace to escape the
bounds of a preordained marriage to the King of Spain, and
without further ado she sets off to meet Prince Fernando of
Aragon, said to be quite a dashing fellow.
Nobinson had been backpacking to Spain when out of
nowhere, he is dropped off in the princess’
s bedchamber,
and, completely clueless, he is taken up as the princess’
s personal servant. Meanwhile the palace is in chaos because of
the princess’
s disappearance. Half on purpose and half by
mistake, Nobinson is off on another adventure, this time with
a princess!
As they pass through a village suffering from labor and the
traces of the Black Death, his brave spirit as Korean top
adventurer wins him immense popularity with the public.
Christened‘Don Binson’by the princess herself, Nobinson
steps up to a jousting match against Don Quixote, and in the
process finds out the Prince Fernando has smuggled into
Castia in order to meet Princess Isabel.
Centered on the romance of Princess Isabel and Prince
Fernando, Ole! Ole! Nobinson’
s Spain Expedition is an exciting tale spun from Nobinson’
s perspective, depicting Spain’
s
rise from conquerment by the Moors, recovering its land to
become a powerful new nation.

Text by Jang Eunsun
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
192pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China
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Spark the French Revolution, Nobinson
World History Series 8

Text by Gu Hyun
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
182pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China

Nobinson sets off to the scene of the French Revolution of
1789, which shook not only all of France but the whole
world.
This book looks at the French Revolution from various viewpoints citizen, revolutionary, and queen. Because
the Revolution is depicted from each of their different perspectives, a more interesting and
objective understanding of history is made possible. Observing the expressions on these figures’faces in the different situations is
also a fun way to read this book.

Nobinson’
s Eventful Journey Through
Germany World History Series 9

Text by Kim Sungjung
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
198pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China
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Instead of Mephistopheles we have a nondescript-looking
simpleton of a devil, and it is to Nobinson, not Faust, that
“Hansu Binaider”presents three temptations rooted in deep
human desire(an immortal body, the wisdom of sages,
absolute power). Off they go on a dangerous adventure,
through German mythology, the debate grounds of German
philosophers, and Germany in the time of the World War. We
too travel through time with Nobinson, on a journey that
encompasses Germany’
s history and culture, from the
German mythologies of old to the fall of the Berlin Wall in
1989.
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Nobinson’
s Majestic Russian March
World History Series 10

Nobinson disguises as a secret spy for this Russian adventure.
Being a double-agent is dangerous, but for Nobinson with his
brilliant ideas and undying determination even in the midst of
hardship and suffering, it’
s the perfect role! Russia’
s weather is
cold enough to freeze the pee of a man urinating on the
street, but Nobinson’
s fiery exploits set Russia’
s freezing nights
ablaze. The stage of this adventure is early 18th century
Russia, right in the heat of the Northern War. Readers will
learn a vivid and exciting lesson about the background, significance, and process of the war that made Russia strongest
nation of the North.

Text by Kim Sola
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
184pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China

Nobinson’
s Unpredictable Turkish
Adventure World History Series 11
In the 16th century in the time of Suleiman I, the Ottoman
Empire expanded its territory to North Africa and dominated
the Mediterranean. It had achieved an enormous empire in
six centuries since the nomadic Turks of Central Asia moved
westward and built a nation. This was also a time of both
domestic and overseas security and magnificent flourishing of
art and culture. But what cause for adventure could there be
in such a relatively peaceful period? If you are in doubt, you
don’
t know Nobinson very well yet. Adventure seems to find
him!

Text by Lee Youngju
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
192pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China
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Shanti-Shanti!
Nobinson’
s Indian Journey World History Series 12

Text by Kim Sola
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
200pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China

Nobinson wakes up in a crematorium in 16th century India’
s
Mughul Empire! People believe he is a legendary ascetic
comes back to life and treat him with utmost respect, but
because of the schemes of jealous forces, Nobinson is swept
away by a sandstorm and reduced to the lowest of the low
the untouchable caste. What will Nobinson’
s fate be in India?
Following along Nobinson’
s journey through 16th century
India, readers will learn about India’
s myths and legends and
encounter its diverse customs. Also, through the process of
Nobinson’
s drastic fall to the untouchable caste his spectacular
rise to become a policy-maker of the Mughul Empire, will
make readers experience the 3,500-year-old hereditary caste
system of India, and the Mughul Empire’
s society derived
from it.

Nobinson and the Shanghai Secret
Organization World History Series 13

Text by Shin Donghun
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
200pp / 148×210mm
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It is the first volume of the series staged in modern times, the
period immediately following one of the biggest incidents in
China’
s history that threw open the doors to modernity the
Chinese Revolution.
Despite having managed, with difficulty, to bring down the
Qing Dynasty, the longing of the public is powerless before
the might of the military. Backed by the military, Yuan Shikai
becomes general; he wishes to abolish the republican government and become emperor, and get rid of the bothersome
leader of the people, Sun Wen. Nobinson and the people
take their stand in order to block Yuan Shikai’
s ambitions and
protect the republic.
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Nobinson’
s Great Mars Mystery Rescue
Plan 1, 2 Science Fantasy Series 1
Paleontologist Eun-byul and astronaut Sramot have come
from America in search of Eun-byul’
s dad who disappeared
seven years go. They just happen to run into Nobinson and
with his help, set off to find him. Eun-byul’
s dad, Dr. Think,
used to be a NASA researcher leading the Mars Expedition
team. He disappeared right after he cracked the code to the
Mars Mystery. Nobinson and his team read Dr. Think’
s journals and slowly get closer to the Mars Mystery.
Then Harmonia, the Marsian princess, appears before them.
Close on her heels is the Green Tribe, which is after her life.
Why has Harmonia come to Earth? And what is the identity of
the Green Tribe? Nobinson, armed with curiosity and
courage, begins to solve the mystery. Jumping through time
and space, from an abandoned island to the South Pole, from
Ancient Egypt to Chosun during its war with Japan in the year
of Imjin, Nobinson has been almost everywhere. Now he is
off to Mars, the treasure chest of imagination.
In this book, Nobinson tracks the real mystery of Mars that
attracted active expedition projects in the late 1980s, and in
the process comes face-to-face with a real 2009 Martian. Plus,
every chapter includes an encyclopedia section that will give
readers their heart’
s fill of information on Mars.

Text by Park Gyungsu
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
200pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China
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Nobinson, Solve the Weather Anomalies
Science Fantasy Series 2

Text by Jang Eunsun
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
196pp / 148×210mm
Rights sold China

What is global warming and what are weather anomalies?
These are terms frequently heard but vague to explain. But
weather anomalies are a very relevant issue to our lives now,
so we must know about them.
That’s why our friend, science-wiz Nobinson has stepped up
to alert people of the concept and realities of global warming
and weather anomalies. This book contains accurate and
abundant information on weather anomalies provided and
supervised by the National Weather Service in its tips and
appendix pages, easily answering questions readers may have
about weather anomalies.

Nobinson the Superhero
Science Fantasy Series 3

Text by Jang Eunsun
No Heeyun
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
200pp / 152×215mm
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One day, Nobinson encounters a strange car talking in songs
in front of his house. It tells him he is Nobinson-man, a superhero. At first he denies this, but after meeting Supermarketman and Mouse-man he starts getting confused. Meanwhile,
in the middle of city the giant robot Megastone has appeared
declaring he will take over the world, but the superheroes
have lost their superpowers and are thrown into chaos.
Can Nobinson save his life and recover the powers of the superheroes? He uses his science
knowledge to one by one solve the difficulties of the superheroes as well as explain
the basics of physics for readers to easily
understand.
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Nobinson the Musical Prodigy
Becomes Mozart’
s Pupil Art Travel Series 1
Even the‘c’in‘classical music’used to make Nobinson turn
away. Now, he finds himself in Austria’
s Vienna where they
say even a passing dog carries a five-lined music sheet in its
mouth meeting the musical genius Mozart and the father of
symphony, Haydn. He has no choice but to listen to classical
music everyday and even compose a few songs himself.
Is it possible for Nobinson
who always took pride in
his ignorance of classical
music to immerse himself
in it?

Text by Nam Dongwook
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
180pp / 152×215mm

Nobinson the Art Detective,
On Manet’
s Trail Art Travel Series 2
Nobinson travels back in time to the latter half of the 19th
century, the Impressionism era, and meets the Impressionist
artists Manet, Monet, Renoir, and Cezanne. His happiness at
meeting famous artists doesn’
t last long before Nobinson is
swept up in the greatest Impressionist mystery case. Manet
and the Impressionst paintings have vanished from the first
Impressionist exhibition! Not only that, the Impressionist
artists have lost their artistic sense. But our trusted detective
Nobinson examines the lives of Impressionist artists and finds
the clues.
The exciting tale of Nobinson and the Impressionist artists
make it easy to understand the overall characteristics and flow
of Western art history.

Text by Moon Hyejin
Han Songi
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 11+
188pp / 152×215mm
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Nobinson’
s Deserted Island Domination

Text & Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 9+
248pp / 152×223mm
Recommend by
Korea Publication Ethics
Commission

People who were lingering for more of“Following Robinson
Crusoe,”people who are worried they might one day end up
on a deserted island, people who despise science and think
the science they learned in school is useless, people who
think cartoons are childish and cheesy, and people who need
hope and courage- read this book! A book that combines fun
and scientific facts! Can you survive on a deserted island?

Nobinson’
s Science Quiz Squad

Text by Im Sukyoung
Illustrations by Lee Wooil, Lee
Woosung
Age Group 9+
208pp / 188×240mm
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Nobinson’
s Science Quiz Squad helps readers become familiar
to science with fun quizzes about the science hidden in parts
of everyday life.
Once you solve all the quiz questions after avoiding the science quiz squad’
s trick answers and completing noisy lessons
on science concepts, the science quiz squad’
s secret notebook
is revealed. In the notebook are textbook information related
to the science of everyday life, enabling readers to understand
what they learn in school. Plus, various science facts are provided so that they can expand their scientific knowledge.
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Nobinson’
s World Cities Exploration
It is a thrilling game of chase and hide-and-seek between the
mysterious Count of Mask and Nobinson! The cities where
the Count has hidden treasure cover a two-page illustration.
Readers travel through the representative cities of each country in the world as they accompany Nobinson and his crew
and the Count of Mask to find the hidden treasure. It’
s a game
of‘find the missing picture’of sorts but a journey in which
you also get to join the expedition as a member.
There are lots to see in a city-architectures that prominently
show the characteristics of that country’
s culture, people representing traditions and customs. For example, in the‘Paris’
section, here and there are people eating baguettes, France’
s
traditional bread; artists putting on performances as befitting a
nation renown for its art; people inline-skating, the most popular sport in France; people enjoying wine, just as they would
in the top wine-producing country France is.
After these long adventures through the cities, there is a section full of vivid photos and fun illustrations that will enable
readers to see the characteristics of each country more accurately in a single glance. The information is upgraded from
what you can easily encounter in encyclopedias and on the
internet.

Text & Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Lee Woosung
Age Group 9+
64pp / 240×360mm
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Nobinson’
s 600 English Vocabulary
Nobinson’
s 1200 English Vocabulary
Nobinson’
s 2000 English Vocabulary
Nobinson’
s English Vocabulary Series

This book includes 50 days’worth of English vocabulary to
be learned in the fun life of Nobinson, 10~14 words a day.
Readers can study the vocabulary words through 3 levels per
day. English vocabulary can be conquered through the
process of Perception, Listening, Pronunciation, Dictation, and
Usage with Examples.
Stage 1 Word_After imagining the meanings of words that appear in
Nobinson’s experiences, you check to see if you are correct.
Stage 2 Word Practice Using the Attached CD
Using the attached CD, you can listen to and repeat after the native speaker’s
pronunciation.
Stage 3 Dictation_Using the attached CD, you can hear the accurate pronun-

ciations of the vocabulary and write them down, confirming and repeating
the words learned that day.
Text by Julie Jeong
Illustrations by Lee Wooil
Age Group 7+
264pp, 296pp, 308pp
152×185mm
Rights sold China
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Usage Practicing Vocabulary with Examples

In the Try More part, you can practice with example texts to use the vocabulary learned. Appropriate examples from stories and dialogues will make a
realistic practice of usage possible.
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Nobinson’
s One Line English Diary
What happend to peculiar Nobinson today? We now clandestinely reveal Nobinson's English diary. Take a peek at the
practical use of verbs through characteristic Nobinson humor
and one line English diaries, and it is designed to grab the
interest of grade school students by getting them acquainted
with verbs in a simple, amusing way.

Text by Julie Jeong
Illustrations by Lee Wooil, Lee
Woosung
Age Group 7+
180pp / 190×240mm
Rights sold China, Thailand

Nobinson’
s Three Line English Diary
This book was designed for studying new expressions daily
and for practical application based on simplistic expressions.
Join Nobinson 5 times a week for 6 weeks, and you'll be able
to write English journals just like him.
Text by Ha Myungok
Illustrations by Lee Wooil, Lee
Woosung
Age Group 9+
168pp / 190×240mm
Rights sold China, Thailand
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Young Adult’
s
Books
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Pianist in the Making
vivavivo

A story of teenagers woven with real characters,
an affectionate viewpoint and candid tone

Text by Na Yoona
Age Group 12+
208pp / 152×210mm
Recommended by
Book Culture Foundation
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Hyeyoung wants to be an author but must go to a pharmacy
college; Suzy wants to be an actress but must practice piano.
The two girls’real dreams begin throbbing when a musical
number is selected as the climax performance of their school’
s
annual music festival. Then one day, a free spirit named
Bacha appears before them.
Bacha is a fascinating boy with a fair face and a mysterious
air. Hyeyoung meets him in the music classroom and is
attracted by the honest look in his eyes. And when Bacha
submits a script Hyeyoung wrote for practice to a competition
and it ends up winning a prize, and Hyeyoung ’
s dream is triggered into motion. Bacha’
s dream is to become a pianist.
Seeing him declare what he wants to be, not caring what others think, and striving to achieve his dream, Hyeyoung is
inspired.
To teenagers whose real dreams and aspirations have long
been bumped down by university titles, this book of characters rooting for one another and themselves striving to achieve
their dreams - is truly an inspiration.
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Girl, Desiring
After Appropriate Technology
A technology that colors the world with hope

‘Appropriate Technology ’is technology that takes into
account the political, cultural, and environmental conditions
of a particular community in which it is used, enabling sustainable production and consumption and ultimately enhancing the quality of life of those in the community. Some prominent examples of appropriate technology products are aid
products like LifeStraw and agriculture-related products like
the manual water pumps Super MoneyMaker Pump.
It is difficult to fully understand what kind of technology this
is just by listening to the explanation. But fourteen-year-old Jo
Seungyeon first heard of it in Professor Chang Sooyoung’
s
class at Pohang University of Engineering. Shocked to discover that only 10% of the world’
s population enjoy the benefits
of technology, she vowed to live for the other 90% by becoming a appropriate technician. It was an unforeseen dream, but
she did not abandon it - fed, watered and the dream continued to grow. This book contains the hope, joy, and discouragement that she experienced throughout the process. It is
also a good introductory book to appropriate technology. In
the‘Charge Your Knowledge’section, readers can learn
about the definition, necessity, and things to be aware of
regarding appropriate technology.

Text by Jo Seungyeon
Age Group 12+
190pp / 145×205mm
Recommended by
Korea Publication Ethics
Commission
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Live Like a Teen
How to deal with viruses that interfere with my life
Awaking the passion in lethargic teens

Text by Moon Jihyun
Age Group 12+
200pp / 152×205mm
Recommended by
Chaekttase(Reading Culture
Citizenry Organization) /
Ministry of Culture / National
Library for Children & Young
Adult / Office of Education

『Live Like a Teen 』is a self-help book written by a doctor of
psychiatry who has counseled teens for many years. The
author finds the fundamental reason why teenagers don’
t
have passions or drive in ourselves.
This book opens the doors of the mind by sympathy, and
shows clear solutions to lead teens to recover their passion
and live like teens. Furthermore, this book not only soothes
the souls of teenagers suffering from studies, friendships, and
appearances, but also gives clear solutions to each problem.

Teens, Fight Like a Pro
How to deal with anger that interferes with my life
Know my anger, know myself

Text by Moon Jihyun &
Kim Su gyeong
Age Group 12+
192pp / 152×205mm
Recommended by
School Library Journal /
Morning Reading
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Teens always get angry. They can not control their anger. The
news is full of crime committed by impulsive teens. Parents
do not know what to do, or can’
t risk deteriorating their relationships, so just ignore the problem. They can’
t teach their
children how to look at their anger and how to control it.
This book starts off by showing the inside stories of teens that
struggle with anger. What anger is, why it is not always
wrong, how not to vent anger on something else, how to
show my emotions before giving into anger, these questions
will be answered while reading this book.
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Sympathizing with Teens
A new communication method for understanding teens
A book that will soothe the hearts of parents and children
caught in the blind spot of communication

『Sympathizing with Teens』is a‘ teen observation log ’and
‘life essay ’written by a middle school teacher that holds true
stories showing loner, smoking, violence, and running away
from home among teens.
Based on the author’
s experience amongst middle school students, Sympathizing with Teens provides grounds for parents
and teenagers locked in a blind spot to take a step closer to
one another. By using‘ word’
s rather than punishment or
coercion to open up a path of communication, this book will
help many parents and children truly reach out to one another
and arrive at a mutual understanding.

Text by Son Byungil
Age Group 12+
200pp / 138×210mm
Recommended by
Korean Publishers
Association / Foundation for
Children’
s Culture

Who Put Brands into My Head?
The Truth About Spending that a Teenager Should Know
In a society that urges spending, to save my wallet is to
know about marketing!

A time in which you are exposed to at least 6,000 brands in a
day, a time in which kids look at celebrities and spend to
become like them, a time in which excessive spending has
become a thing to boast about - in a word, a society that urges
‘blind spending.’This book teaches the wisdom of using
money wisely and the truth about spending to teenagers living in such a day and age. This book focuses on inspecting
consumer life until now and strives to provide the knowledge
and wisdom needed to be a good consumer, so that it is helpful to not only teenage consumers but also guiding adults or
adults feeling dissatisfied with their own spending habits.

Text by Park Jihae
Age Group 12+
192pp / 145×205mm
Recommended by
Ministry of Culture /
Chaekttase(Reading Culture
Citizenry Organization)
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The Child Who Answered Nature’
s Call
One family ’
s love for nature, flowering in the countryside

Text by Lee Gayoung
Age Group 12+
224pp / 153×224mm
Recommended by
Ministry of Environment /
Foundation for Children’
s
Culture / Korean Publishers
Association
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Gayoung’
s family has left behind the affluent city life and
moved to the countryside in Gangwon Province, building
their new habitat as well as Holoce Ecosystem Academy.
Gayoung’
s dad Mr. Lee Gangwoon, principal of Holoce
Ecosystem Academy, used to be a reporter and director of
‘ National Nature Learning, Ecology Exploration ’for six
years. He realized the threat to the ecosystem then and
vowed to become a guide of environmental preservation and
create a place for deep consideration of nature and life. Mom
had faith in and followed Dad’
s passions and Gayoung and
her brother respected and tried to give what little help they
could to them. In the countryside, with no electricity and little
drinkable water, Gayoung’
s family fixed up a deserted house
themselves, planted trees and flowers, opened up a water
path to build Holoce Ecosystem Academy as it is today.
In the 8 years that have passed since then, Holoce Ecosystem
Academy has come to stand as the number one place to go
for ecological education. Through Gayoung’
s journal you can
meet the sweat and tears that Gayoung’
s family have shed to
become one with nature. Along with the illustrations of Lee
Gayoung, author of this book, you can see the artwork that
the children and parents who have come to Holoce
Ecosystem Academy have done themselves.
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Speaking of My Rights
Social Studies Learned Through Life
Understanding rights needed outside of school in society

Know your rights. Why? Because rights are the most powerful
device for protecting oneself. If you don’
t know your rights,
you will find yourself accepting oppression and absurdities.
Speaking of My Rights is written by a current <Law and Social
Studies> teacher about the issue of rights in spoken language
narrative style. The author argues that rights should fundamentally help those in low positions. But sometimes it provides a rational viewpoint of a situation in which everyone is
submerged in the error of emotionalism. Essentially affirming
human beings - especially those in low positions -while maintaining an impartial position, he portrays in 14 sections a single human being’
s life from birth to death.

Text by Jun Daeone
Age Group 14+
240pp / 153×224mm
Recommended by
Korea Publication Ethics
Commission /
Korea Publishers Society /
Chaekttase(Reading Culture
Citizenry Organization) /
Morning Reading

Asking Your Responsibility
Social Studies Learned Through Life
A question for teenagers ‘What
:
is justice? ’

For us living in today’
s world, there are so many‘responsibilities as a member of society’that we must do. The single reason the country gives us so many responsibilities is‘to enable
everyone in the society to be happy.’The problem is when
the meaning and essence of the responsibilities we are given
become distorted. Will a happy society really be achieved if
we fulfill all these responsibilities?
This book stands on the underlying question,‘how should we
live? ’This Book asks readers to think about their genuine
obligations as human beings and understand the basis of a
harmonious society.

Text by Lee Han
Age Group 14+
208pp / 153×224mm
Recommended by
Korea Librarian Association /
School Library Journal
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Fun Vocabulary Textbook for Teenagers
Words that teenagers should know-100 expressions

Text by Seo Bogun
Age Group 14+
224pp / 152×210mm
Recommended by
Korea Ministry of Culture /
Korea Publication Ethics
Commission / National
Library for Children & Young
Adult / Morning Reading /
Office of Education

The 100 words and expressions in『Fun Vocabulary Textbook
for Teenagers』are those chosen from textbooks that have not
been sufficiently explained, or words used widely in newspaper articles but whose meanings are vague, or words that
many teenage users of portal websites and online search
engines have expressed curiosity about.
This book avoids stiff dictionary explanations, but deals with
both dictionary definition and figurative meaning. It incorporates diverse examples to explore the epistemology of words,
the periodical and social context in which a particular word
came to be used, its original meaning and the reasons it
changed or spawned other figurative expressions.

Fun Vocabulary Textbook for Teenagers 2
History, news, culture, and general knowledge -all in words
we use everyday!

Text by Seo Bogun
Age Group 14+
232pp / 152×210mm
Recommended by
Morning Reading
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『Fun Vocabulary Textbook for Teenagers 2』contains all the
strong points of Book 1, with an increased amount of textbook vocabulary. 50% of the book consists of words from
textbooks, and the other half is made of important words to
know for understanding the world.
The book was planned and written so that readers can naturally enjoy learning, feel no pressure when turning the pages,
and so that the book will not just sit on a bookshelf but actually be read.
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Textbook for Teenagers : East-Asia
60 keywords to East-Asian history

The third installment of the「Textbook for Teenagers」series
that was highly praised by readers and institutions for presenting easy and fun methods of learning vocabulary. This time
it’
s East-Asia. East-Asian history encompasses the history of
early-modern Korea, China, Japan, Vietnam, Mongolia, and so
is difficult to fully understand the flow at the surface level.
Therefore not only is it important to examine each period
chronologically, it’
s also important to pick out the essential
points from amongst the complicated tangle of history and
examine them according to theme. This book singlehandedly
untangles the complicated tales of history by focusing on 60
important vocabulary items from international interests and
conflicts, figures, incidents, ideas, religion, and culture.
When learning about history, it is important to identify the
social portrait of each period and its cultural, economical, and
political context before simply trying to memorize. Following
the 60 vocabularies of this book, readers will be able to see a
comprehensive current of East-Asian history. Moreover, it
crosses the boundaries of world history, culture, politics, economics, and science, enabling readers to gain a worldly perspective as well.

Text by Kim Mooshin
Age Group 14+
216pp / 152×210mm
Recommended by
Chaekttase(Reading Culture
Citizenry Organization) /
Indigo Ground(Teenager’
s
Association)
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Chinese Characters are Fun
See the World Through Chinese Characters
To study Chinese characters is to study the world

Text & Illustrations by
Park Eunchul
Age Group 12+
248pp / 153×210mm
Recommended by
Korea Librarian Association /
Morning Reading
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Studying Chinese characters mustn’
t be thought of as simply
learning to read and write letters. The hardest thing when
communicating with a foreigner is not knowing that person’
s
native language. But once you can do a little speaking, more
important than the specific expressions is the content you put
into them.
The same goes for Chinese characters. China’
s field of cultural
influence is increasingly rising to become the center of the
world. Therefore it is a shortsighted plan to limit the aim of
learning Chinese characters to simply attaining certificates of
rank for school/job application. The goal of studying Chinese
characters must advance from‘learning Chinese characters’
to‘communication.’
『Chinese Characters are Fun』does not only include ways to
easily memorize vocabulary. It attempts to contemplate about
nature through Chinese characters, reflect upon politeness
and what it means to live in harmony with others. Rather than
defining Chinese characters as an object of study, it takes
attempts to see and communicate with the world through
Chinese characters.
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Dr. Mom
Mom is the Family Doctor
Mom, the personal overseer for her child’
s study

Strong bodily health, a healthy mind, and a study method just
that’
s just right for you- these three must be in harmony for
the child’
s grades to go up. In part one of this book, 6 kinds
of management methods that will help with studying are
introduced; in part two are ways to deal with 10 different
kinds of illnesses that hinder studying. The author is an oriental physician and principal of an academic clinic; following
her know-how, accumulated through numerous encounters
with children and experiences of solving their problems, will
enable you to conquer both health and high academic performance of your child.

Text by Kim Junggook
Age Group Adult
192pp / 152×215mm

When Parents Empty Themselves, Children Are
Filled : Raising a Child in a Warped World
It all depends on the parents’attitude

This book is an educational essay written by a current teacher
feeling regret for the current education system.
Korean parents, without hardly an exception, give their all to
their children. They know no regret or humiliation if it’
s for
the good of their child. But in spite of such devotion, the
children are not happy.
To the parent who longs for his or her child to have more
than other children and fears they might fall out of the road to
success, the children’
s tears cannot be seen. This book questions the world of success and competition we live in, and
through close inspection of it, points the way to a wiser perspective on raising children.

Text by Son Byungil
Age Group Adult
248pp / 138×210mm
Recommended by
Morning Reading
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Thanks, Mobile
Tinker’
s workroom

Tinker’
s workroom-breathing space for stifled teens

Text by Seo Eunjin
Age Group 12+
118pp / 133×220mm
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「Tinker’
s workroom」is a new series that presents a way for
teenagers to soothe their emotions through hands-on crafts.
The first theme is‘mobiles.’Important teen issues such as
relationships with friends, ways to deal with holidays, and the
emotional rollercoasters they experience daily are put into 12
mobiles. Ways to make an easily-perturbed friend feel better,
a personal essay about impressing a best friend, a Christmas
present for myself, special presents that will make Mom and
Dad smile on Parents’Day, trip goodies to make on a particularly gloomy day⋯. Little things that will give joy in everyday life are everywhere. It’
s just that they are bumped down
by other priorities. That is why Thanks, Mobile provides the
opportunity to gather these daily joys that teens easily miss in
everyday life.
This book is not an ordinary self-help book full of how-to
lists. It includes essays that touch upon the unique emotions
of teenagers, spunky commentaries and even adorable handsketches done by the author herself. Teens reading it can giggle, be amazed at how personally relatable it is, and at times
let themselves be sentimental enough to gaze out the window, deep in thought.
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Why Does Snow White Keep Opening the Door
Sociology in Fairy Tales
Learning about the world through a wild goose chase of
fairy tale characters

There is a woman who reads fairy tales with great suspicion.
She says she can’
t believe how the characters in fairy tales
could have possibly lived“happily ever after.”The girl who
danced in pink slippers met a terrible end, Pinocchio received
too severe a punishment just for rejecting school. And that’
s
not all. How could such good girls like Belle in Beauty and
the Beast possibly go on living with a parent who sent his
only daughter to danger just to save his own life?
Why did the authors of fairy tales put their characters through
such suffering? Just to‘teach us a lesson’
? We already know
the answer: to enjoy the story and learn from it. But are these
lessons really fair and just? Did the norms created through
fairy tales really contribute to a good world? Are they truly
valuable enough to pass on to the next generation without a
single doubt? This book poses questions to the fishy aspects
of fairy tales; it is a sociological essay that imagines new concepts of relationship and solidarity.

Text by Park Hyeonhee
Illustrations by Jung Wooyeol
Age Group 14+
208pp / 210×136mm
Recommended by
Korea Publication Ethics
Commission / Office of
Education / The Publishers
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What If America Was Not the World’
s Strongest
Country? IF Culture 01
Taking our stand against a hegemonic power: a proposal

Text by Kim Junhyung
Age Group 14+
208pp / 142×215mm
Recommended by
Morning Reading

The IF Culture series asks“ What if~? ”to stereotypes and
twisted perspectives. By viewing one issue up close or at a
distance, by speculating or imagining, or giving importance to
an overlooked person, a new way of looking at the world can
be shown.
This book accurately portrays America’
s true colors and
argues that a new, contemporary relationship with America
must be established. It observes America through the two
World Wars, the Cold War, the Korean War, and 9·11 and
reveal the real purpose of America’
s actions in history by asking“What if~? ”

Would Countries Fall If They Had No Army?
IF Culture 02

Stories of conscientious objectors for teens and future
agents of peace

Text by Ha Seungwoo
Age Group 14+
184pp / 142×215mm
Recommended by
Morning Reading /
Peace Museum
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From the question why are teenagers, who are to be the
future upholders of peace, excluded from discussions about
conscientious objectors, this popular book teaches teens
about conscientious objections. The author asks fundamental
questions about armies, war, and peace, and argues for active
communication about those issues.
This book will help readers to consider human rights and
understand the minority’s point of view, ultimately forming a
new frame to view the world.
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If I Were Born by Gene Shopping?
IF Culture 03

The bright and dark sides of the Genetics Era

Scientific Ethics is no longer the exclusive area of scientists.
We must not let a minority that holds power and knowledge
make decisions that will affect the entire human race.『If I
were born by gene shopping?』was planned to give each
reader control over their future. The apex of genetic technology was assumed to be gene shopping, and first, the probability of gene shopping was explored. Then the book attempted
to analyze the possible outcomes theologically, philosophically, and socially.

Text by Jung Haekyung
Age Group 14+
184pp / 142×215mm
Recommended by
Eco Book Festival /
Morning Reading

Would We Be Happy If We Spoke English Well?
If Culture 04

The relationship between English, globalization,
neoliberalism

Nowadays, our addiction to English may seem pitiful and
pathetic. This may be our best alternative to come from such
an irrational background. But why has no one asked the following questions? Is English really a fundamental aspect in
globalization? Is globalization good?
This book is an attempt to look at the concepts that bind ourselves; English, Americanism, and globalization, in a wider
perspective. The inner side of the English Craze is not as
hopeful or as efficient as we think. So this book asks a question to all people who cling to English without reason. Will
we be happy if we spoke good English?

Text by
MoonKang Hyungjoon
Age Group 14+
184pp / 142×215mm
Recommended by
Chaekttase(Reading Culture
Citizenry Organization) /
Morning Reading /
Posco Educational Foundation
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